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flank and rear was now endangered all along the eighty-five-mile
long front from St. Aniand to the coast at Gravelines by the ajivance
of strong hostile forces northward from the lower Somme and
fresh formations had to be improvised to meet this growing
menace. On May 23 the severance of the B.E.F.'s line of
communications was recognised by the appointment of General
Karslake to command the British forces south of the Somme;
these included the 5ist Division now returned from the Maginot
Line, and the newly arrived ist Armoured Division. The threat
to the B.E.F.'s rear was increased by a hostile thrust along the
coast on Boulogne and Calais, and the stubborn defence of these
two ports could only gain time to organise the defences of its last
haven of refuge, Dunkirk. Meanwhile all the French attempts to
close in on the rear of the hostile armoured forces on the Channel
coast had failed and Weygand authorised the northern Allied group
to retire to the Dunkirk bridgehead and hold out there. But Lord
Gort recognised that such a retreat could lead only to evacuation
or annihilation.
Meanwhile the (administrative situation of the B.E.F. was giving
rise to anxiety ; the troops had to be put on half rations, ammuni-
tion began to run short, and mechanical transport losses had been
heavy.
On May 24 four divisions of the B.E.F. were still on the Scheldt
line and three were moving westwards to reinforce the British and
French troops thinly strung out from Seclin to' Gravelines. A
general counter stroke in this area in conjunction with the French
was planned for the 26th, but the enemy attacked first and to meet
the threat of being separated from the Belgians the B.E.F. had to
extend its left, call off the counter stroke in the south, and fall back
to the line of the Lys. The British Government on the 26th
ordered Lord Gort to prepare plans for the evacuation of the
B.E.F. by sea from Dunkirk.
The already serious situation was now rendered hopeless by the
collapse of the sorely tried Belgian army, although, owing to the
chaotic state of communications, the news that King Leopold had
asked for an armistice only reached Lord Gort late on May 27.
The Allied forces retreated to a bridgehead covering Dunkirk, the
French holding the western and the British tne eastern half of the
perimeter, which ran south from the coast east of Gravelines hy
Bergues, by Furnes and Nieuport to the mouth of the Yser. This
retirement was inevitably attended by considerable confusion,
delay and congestion, owing to difficult communications and
mfcimderstandings between the Allied commanders and heavy
enemy pressure on the rearguards. By .the 3Oth, however, all the
B JLF. and many French troops had safely reached the perimeter
and their embarkation had begun; but it proceeded so slowly

